
About SCARGOT  

SCARGOT is a progressive Metal Band from Germany, which was founded in 2009. With drummer 
Daniel (“Yuu”), guitarists Naji and Yasu, Tadashi on the bass and vocalist Chin the guys built up and 
charged forward with their little empire of power named SCARGOT steadily over the years to reach 
their target to play in the big league of music business. 

With their age of early to mid 20 they represent a fresh and cool look which is given a certain 
something due to their asian origins which lets them stick out of the mass. As exotic as the boys are 
their bandname SCARGOT sounds too. Formed by the wish to have a powerful and remarkable name 
which they were sure of would be kept in everyone’s mind they found their goal. SCARGOT’s desire is 
not to use an already given meaning but to rather have their name to be a meaning itself. 

Therefore the guys never rely on covers but only play from tip to toe self-made songs because they 
want to reach their fans in a straight way with their enthusiasm. Their style itself can be described 
as atmospherical and technical metal at the same time with influences from Metalcore and modern 
Metal. Characteristical for SCARGOT’s sound are the distorted and clean guitars, the present 
powerful bass, the thunderous drums and the guttural vocals. 

    

Their first EP named “Buried like a Treasure” had been published in 2011. In the aftermath of this 
SCARGOT grew to be specialists on stage through self-organized concerts as well as public 
appearances on band contests and as supporting act. Confident and pumped with energy the guys 
walk on stage and embark on an action filled show with their fans. 

Now in 2015 SCARGOT play up again with their second EP “Freak of Nature”. With a load of an 
unleashed heavy and hard atmosphere they show that their eager knows no bounds and embark on 
another adventure for music. Linked to the EP the music video to the song “Reign of Ashes” was 
released as well and there is more to come for sure. 

SCARGOT are: 
Chin Zhao (vocals) 
Nage Hassan (guitar) 
Yasuhito Abe (guitar) 
Tadashi Kluten (bass) 
Daniel Abanico (drums) 
 
More information can be found at: 
www.scargot.de 

 


